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Abstract. The SADI package provides tools for sequence analysis. Sequence
analysis focuses on similarity and dissimilarity between categorical time series such
as life-course trajectories. SADI’s main components are tools to calculate inter-
sequence distances using a number of different algorithms, including the Optimal
Matching Algorithm, but it also includes utilities to graph, summarise and manage
sequence data. It provides similar functionality to the R package TraMineR and
the Stata package SQ, but is substantially faster than the latter.

1 Sequence analysis tools for the social sciences

This paper presents the SADI package (Sequence Analysis DIstance measures) which
offers a set of tools for carrying out sequence analysis on categorical time-series data
such as life-course trajectories. It offers functionality that overlaps extensively with
the TraMineR package for R (Gabadinho et al. 2009) and the SQ package for Stata
(Brzinsky-Fay et al. 2006).

Sequence analysis refers to an approach to longitudinal (or otherwise sequential)
social science data that treats sequences as wholes, as an alternative to models that
focus on transition rates or other analytical summaries (such as, for instance, hazard
rate models). It usually proceeds by defining a pairwise sequence dissimilarity score, and
then using this in procedures such as cluster analysis. Sequence analysis in the social
sciences has been around since the 1980s (Abbott and Forrest 1986) but has developed
extensively in the past two decades (see e.g., Halpin (2013) for a general summary of
the literature, Cornwell (2015) for a didactic approach, and Blanchard et al. (2014) for
a summary of recent developments). Sequence analysis is also seen in geography (e.g.,
Bargeman et al. 2002) and surgical research (e.g., Forestier et al. 2012).

Typically, research in sequence analysis depends on the optimal matching algorithm,
where the distance between any two sequences is defined as the cost of the cheapest set
of edits (insertions, deletions, and substitutions) which will turn one sequence into the
other. The matrix of all pairwise distances may then be used to generate a data-driven
classification via cluster analysis (e.g., Halpin and Chan 1998), or sequences may be
classified by proximity to ideal types (e.g., Martin et al. 2008). Hypotheses about
destandardisation of the life course may be addressed by looking at average distances
within cohorts (e.g., Elzinga and Liefbroer 2007). Dyadic analyses look at pairs of
sequences such as siblings’ fertility histories (e.g., Raab et al. 2014).
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2 The SADI toolkit

SADI provides a range of sequence analysis tools. It offers a number of distance mea-
sures, including but not limited to “optimal matching” distance (perhaps the most pop-
ular sequence analysis distance). SADI also provides a number of utilities for graphing
sequence-related data, for summarising sequences, and for handling sequences in general.

The main alternatives to SADI are the Stata SQ package (Brzinsky-Fay et al. 2006),
and the R package TraMineR (Gabadinho et al. 2009). SADI provides some tools that
are not in SQ, and is much faster for some important functions1. TraMineR is an
attractive environment for those working in R, but SADI makes it possible to do a lot
in a Stata environment, and has distance measures that are not in TraMineR.

Since some of the distance measures are relatively intensive to calculate, they are
implemented as C plugins, rather than pure Stata or Mata code. This means that they
are available only for Windows, Linux and MacOS, 32- and 64-bit. If you would like to
compile them for another platform, see Appendix B.

This paper now summarises the functionality offered by SADI, and then presents a
series of detailed worked examples.

3 SADI functionality

SADI consists of a number of utilites: distance measures that define distances or dis-
similarities between pairs of sequences, graphical summaries, tools for cluster analysis,
utilities creating variables summarising the sequences, tools for analysing the distance
matrices, as well as some general helper functions.

See Appendix A (or help files, once installed), for fuller descriptions of each com-
mand.

3.1 Distance measures

Distance measure commands take sequences (defined as consecutive runs of variables
representing the same categorical state space over time) and generate matrices of pair-
wise distances, using different definitions of distance (or similarity).

• combinadd - calculates inter-sequence distances using Elzinga’s duration-weighted
subsequence counting

• dynhamming - calculates inter-sequence distances using dynamic Hamming dis-
tance

• sdhamming - calculates inter-sequence distances using Hamming distance

1. The latest version of SQ provides the option of using SADI functionality for some operations, giving
it access to the greater speed and extra distance measures.
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• sdhollister - calculates inter-sequence distances using Hollister’s Localized OM

• oma - calculates inter-sequence distances using the Needleman–Wunsch (or Opti-
mal Matching) algorithm

• omav - calculates inter-sequence distances using duration-compensated Needleman–
Wunsch algorithm

• twed - calculates inter-sequence distances using Time-Warp Edit Distance

Many of the distance measures in SADI are discussed in detail in Halpin (2012, 2014)
and Studer and Ritschard (2015).

3.2 Graphical summaries

• sdchronogram graphs the time-dependent state distribution

• trprgr graphs the time-series of transition rates between states

3.3 Cluster related tools

Sequence analysis often proceeds by subjecting the pairwise distance matrix to cluster
analysis. SADI provides a number of cluster-analysis related tools:

• ari calculates the Adjusted Rand Index comparing two cluster solutions

• permtab compares two cluster solutions by permuting columns to maximise agree-
ment as defined by Cohen’s Kappa

3.4 Summary variables

A number of tools create variables summarising aspects of the sequences:

• cumuldur calculates cumulated duration in states of a sequence

• sdentropy calculates the Shannon entropy of a sequence

• nspells calculates number of spells in a sequence

• sdstripe creates a single string variable representing the sequence

3.5 Distance matrix tools

A number of tools focus on the matrix of pairwise distances:
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• corrsqm calculates the correlation between the lower triangle of two symmetric
matrices

• sddiscrep calculates Studer et al’s discrepancy measure with respect to a group-
ing variable, carrying out a pseudo-ANOVA

• metricp tests a symmetric matrix of pairwise distances for the triangle inequality

3.6 Helper utilities

• combinprep transforms sequences from wide calendar format to wide spell format,
preparing the data for combinadd

• maketrpr creates a matrix containing transition rates from sequences (used by
trprgr and dynhamming)

• trans2subs creates substitution matrix based on observed transitions

4 Installation

The SADI package can be installed as follows:

. ssc install sadi

Several commands in the package depend on the mm expand() Mata function in the
moremata package, so you must also do:

. ssc install moremata

I also recommend looking at the SQ package for sequence analysis, not least for its
effective implementation of indexplots:

. ssc install sq

5 Data requirements

Sequence analysis works with linear structures, usually but not necessarily longitudinal
in time, that are discrete in both the longitudinal dimension (as measured) and the state
space. Typically, each element represents a time period or event in sequential order,
and contains an observation in a categorical state space. A typical example is monthly
labour market status, but any ordered sequence of observations in a categorical state
space will qualify, so another sort of example would be sequences of coded utterances
in a conversation, or steps in a dance.

SADI expects sequences to be represented by a consecutive run of variables, where
the categories are numbered from 1 up to the number of categories. Thus each case
contains a complete sequence, in wide format. Missing values are not accommodated,
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unless missing is treated as a category in its own right (see Halpin (2016b) for an
approach to multiple imputation suited to sequence data). Sequences of different length
should start at time-point 1, and have a variable indicating their length.

6 Worked example

In this section, the functionality of SADI is presented by example. All the steps pre-
sented are included in a Stata do-file, available as part of the SADI package as an
ancillary file.

6.1 Quick start

The following Stata commands will install SADI and its dependencies:

. ssc install sadi

. ssc install moremata

. ssc install sq

These commands download the example data and do-file to carry out the examples
in the following pages, and run the do-file:

. ssc copy distances.do

. ssc copy mvad.dta

. do distances.do

6.2 Data

We use data from McVicar and Anyadike-Danes (2002), and set up a substitution matrix
(i.e., a description of distances within the state space, in this case defined a priori by
the authors). The data consist of 72 monthly observations (state1 to state72) in
a six-element state space, to do with the transition from school to work (respectively
employment, further education, higher education, secondary education, training, and
unemployment)

set matsize 1000
use mvad
sort id

matrix mvdanes = (0,1,1,2,1,3 ///
1,0,1,2,1,3 ///
1,1,0,2,1,2 ///
2,2,2,0,1,1 ///
1,1,1,1,0,2 ///
3,3,2,1,2,0 )

6.3 Calculating distances

Sequence analysis proceeds by calculating distances between pairs of sequences, typically
generating matrices of distances between all pairs (see immediately below), or distances
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to reference sequences (see below).

Most distance measures work with the sequences as strings of state-variables, and
have a relatively consistent set of options. The following code creates six N× N pairwise
distance matrices, using six different distance measures:

oma state1-state72, subsmat(mvdanes) pwd(omd) length(72) indel(1.5)
omav state1-state72, subsmat(mvdanes) pwd(omv) length(72) indel(1.5)
sdhollister state1-state72, subsmat(mvdanes) pwd(hol) length(72) time(0.5) local(0.5)
twed state1-state72, subsmat(mvdanes) pwd(twd) length(72) lambda(0.5) nu(0.04)
sdhamming state1-state72, subsmat(mvdanes) pwd(ham)
dynhamming state1-state72, pwd(dyn)

The commands start with a variable list which defines the sequence, and then have
different options. Where relevant, subsmat() provides the substitution cost or state-
space distance information. The mandatory pwd() options names the matrix in which
the pairwise distances are returned. Where it is possible to compare sequences of differ-
ent length, length() specifies the length either as a constant or a variable (in this data,
sequences are all of the same length, but all of the above distances measures, except the
two Hamming distances, can accommodate sequences of variable length). Other options
are command-specific.

The measure omav is described in Halpin (2010), sdhollister in Hollister (2009),
dynhamming in Lesnard (2008), and twed in Marteau (2007, 2008) and Halpin (2014).

X/t

The X/t measure, a duration-weighted, spell-oriented version of Elzinga’s “number of
matching subsequences” (NMS) similarity measure, is calculated with combinadd. It
is described in Elzinga (2006) and discussed in Halpin (2014). It counts the number
of subsequences that are present in both sequences, weighting by duration. Since it
works with spells rather than calendar-format data, we need to restructure the data
into a wide spell-format (consisting of a state variable and a length variable for each
spell) . The combinprep command does the restructuring, and combinadd calculates
the distances. We need to know the maximum number of spells in the data, which is
returned as r(maxspells) by combinprep.

preserve
combinprep, state(state) length(len) idvar(id) nsp(nspells)
local spmax = r(maxspells)
combinadd state1-len`spmax´, pwsim(xts) nspells(nspells) nstates(6) rtype(d)
restore

Distance to reference sequences

Where theoretically or empirically-derived reference or “ideal-type” sequences are avail-
able, it can be useful (and quicker) to calculate distances to the reference sequences
rather than all pairwise distances. This is available for oma, dynhamming and twed (and
for Hamming distance by means of using oma with a sufficiently high insertion/deletion
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cost). If oma, dynhamming or twed are given the ref(#) option, a N×# matrix of dis-
tances is created, where the distances are to the first # sequences in the data (that is,
the reference sequences need to be added to the top of the data set; see ancillary file
distances.do for a more detailed example).

oma state1-state72, subsmat(mvdanes) pwd(ham3) ref(3) length(72) indel(999)
oma state1-state72, subsmat(mvdanes) pwd(omd3) ref(3) length(72) indel(1.5)
twed state1-state72, subsmat(mvdanes) pwd(twd3) ref(3) length(72) lambda(0.5) nu(0.04)
dynhamming state1-state72, pwd(dyn3) ref(3)

Data-driven substitution matrix

The substitution cost matrix used by many of the distance measures defines similarity
and dissimilarity between the states of the state space. Sometimes researchers use theory
or prior information to generate these values. Some researchers prefer to use the data
to generate it, from transition rates (note that dynhamming does this automatically, but
using time-varying transition rates). This may or may not be a good idea: there is a
homology between transition rate matrices and substitution matrices, but substitutions
and transitions are orthogonal concepts.

The command trans2subs creates a matrix of the transition-rate based distances.
Typically transitions will occur much less often than once per time-unit, so the diago-
nal will be heavily populated. Thus the off-diagonal transition rates will be low, and
distances will have low variability. If we exclude the diagonal, we get distances with
greater variability.

Distances are defined as 2 − pij − pji where pij =
nij

ni+
.

To calculate the transition rates, the data has to be in long format:

. preserve

. reshape long state, i(id) j(m)
(note: j = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3
> 0 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
> 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72)

Data wide -> long

Number of obs. 712 -> 51264
Number of variables 86 -> 16
j variable (72 values) -> m
xij variables:

state1 state2 ... state72 -> state

. trans2subs state, id(id) subs(tpr1)
(712 missing values generated)
Generating transition-driven substitution matrix

. trans2subs state, id(id) subs(tpr2) diag
(712 missing values generated)
Generating transition-driven substitution matrix

.

. matrix list tpr1

symmetric tpr1[6,6]
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c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6
r1 0
r2 1.147539 0
r3 1.064734 1.849958 0
r4 1.643575 1.757525 1.671111 0
r5 1.182927 1.844291 1.96 1.90181 0
r6 1.207729 1.525335 1.831594 1.803575 1.608297 0

. matrix list tpr2

symmetric tpr2[6,6]
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6

r1 0
r2 1.967601 0
r3 1.98727 1.993341 0
r4 1.984684 1.987531 1.982969 0
r5 1.959993 1.992045 1.999488 1.994867 0
r6 1.951231 1.96336 1.996033 1.985649 1.972029 0

.

. restore

Note that the substitution costs have a much smaller range when the diagonal is
included.

We can then calculate OMA distances using the transition-derived substitution costs,
excluding the diagonal:

. oma state1-state72, subsmat(tpr1) pwd(tpr) length(72) indel(1.5)

6.4 Examining distance matrices

Comparing distances

Between different distance measures and different parameterisations (substitution costs)
we have now eight pairwise distance matrices. The simplest way to compare them is
correlation. The command corrsqm reports the Pearson correlation between the lower
triangles of two square (symmetric) matrices, optionally excluding the diagonal (which,
for distance matrices, is filled with zeros for all measures).

. foreach dist in dyn ham twd hol omv xts tpr {
2. corrsqm omd `dist´, nodiag
3. }

VECH correlation between omd and dyn: 0.7915
Diagonal suppressed
VECH correlation between omd and ham: 0.9856
Diagonal suppressed
VECH correlation between omd and twd: 0.8065
Diagonal suppressed
VECH correlation between omd and hol: 0.9898
Diagonal suppressed
VECH correlation between omd and omv: 0.9197
Diagonal suppressed
VECH correlation between omd and xts: 0.1135
Diagonal suppressed
VECH correlation between omd and tpr: 0.7701
Diagonal suppressed
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Note the very high correlation with OMA of the Hamming and Hollister measure, the
very low correlation of the combinatorial X/t measure, and the relatively big difference
between OMA with the original substitution cost matrix and OMA with the transition-
rate based matrix.

The triangle inequality

For many of the uses to which these distance matrices will be put, it is necessary that
they imply a metric space. This requires, inter alia, that the distances obey the triangle
inequality: for all A and B, there is no C such that d(A,B) > d(A,C) + d(C,B). The
omav and sdhollister distances do not fulfill this requirement (see Halpin (2014)).

. foreach dist in dyn ham twd hol omv xts tpr {
2. metricp `dist´
3. }

Matrix dyn is consistent with a metric space
Matrix ham is consistent with a metric space
Matrix twd is consistent with a metric space
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 210 -- 148.000 > 147.000
Shorter route exists between seq 2 and seq 12 -- 112.000 > 111.000
Shorter route exists between seq 2 and seq 28 -- 110.000 > 109.500
Shorter route exists between seq 2 and seq 56 -- 67.000 > 66.500
Shorter route exists between seq 2 and seq 64 -- 50.500 > 50.000
Shorter route exists between seq 2 and seq 71 -- 98.000 > 97.000
Shorter route exists between seq 2 and seq 77 -- 64.000 > 63.500
Shorter route exists between seq 2 and seq 81 -- 65.000 > 64.500
Shorter route exists between seq 2 and seq 113 -- 172.000 > 171.000
Shorter route exists between seq 2 and seq 142 -- 35.000 > 34.000
Matrix hol is NOT consistent with a metric space
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 2 -- 11.580 > 9.428
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 3 -- 10.313 > 8.721
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 5 -- 11.846 > 9.428
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 6 -- 6.982 > 5.167
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 7 -- 6.707 > 4.714
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 8 -- 4.693 > 3.064
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 9 -- 4.994 > 3.543
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 10 -- 10.826 > 7.778
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 11 -- 9.478 > 7.660
Shorter route exists between seq 1 and seq 12 -- 11.706 > 10.017
Matrix omv is NOT consistent with a metric space
Matrix xts is consistent with a metric space
Matrix tpr is consistent with a metric space

The sdhollister and omv distance matrices are not metric, and are hence of limited
value. Only the first ten exceptions are printed, unless the option detailed is given.

6.5 Cluster analysis

Very often, sequence analysis proceeds by conducting cluster analysis on the pairwise
distance matrix. Here we do it for the oma and twed distances, generating cluster
solutions with 8 and 12 clusters in each case, using Stata’s built-in clustermat and
cluster generate commands:
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clustermat wards omd, name(oma) add
cluster generate o=groups(8 12)

clustermat wards twd, name(twd) add
cluster generate t=groups(8 12)

Comparing cluster solutions

We can compare the cluster solutions for the two measures in a number of ways. Cluster-
ings are “unlabelled classifications”, in that clusters can be identified only by reference
to the cases they contain. In this sense, a cluster in a clustering based on one distance
matrix is “the same” or similar to a cluster in a clustering based on another matrix only
to the extent that they contain (mostly) the same cases.

The Adjusted Rand Index (Hubert and Arabie 1985; Vinh et al. 2009) reflects agree-
ment defined as the extent to which the members of a pair of cases, if in the same cluster
in one solution, are in the same cluster in the other:

. ari o8 t8
Adjusted Rand Index: 0.5977

The permtab command crosstabulates two solutions, permuting the values of one to
maximise the agreement. The permuted classification can be saved as a new variable:

. permtab o8 t8, gen(pt8) tables
Tabulating raw data:

t8
o8 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

1 92 1 0 0 0 0 93
2 41 96 0 2 0 0 139
3 0 0 0 4 0 0 62
4 0 4 16 123 0 0 146
5 11 19 9 2 39 13 93
6 0 0 0 0 2 28 30
7 2 5 28 1 4 0 47
8 0 0 14 0 1 0 102

Total 146 125 67 132 46 41 712

t8
o8 7 8 Total

1 0 0 93
2 0 0 139
3 57 1 62
4 2 1 146
5 0 0 93
6 0 0 30
7 0 7 47
8 0 87 102

Total 59 96 712

Calculating permutations:
Kappa max: 0.7346
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Permutation vector:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 2 7 4 5 6 3 8

Permuted table:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 92 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 41 96 0 2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 57 4 0 0 0 1
4 0 4 2 123 0 0 16 1
5 11 19 0 2 39 13 9 0
6 0 0 0 0 2 28 0 0
7 2 5 0 1 4 0 28 7
8 0 0 0 0 1 0 14 87

Original table:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 92 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 41 96 0 2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 4 0 0 57 1
4 0 4 16 123 0 0 2 1
5 11 19 9 2 39 13 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 2 28 0 0
7 2 5 28 1 4 0 0 7
8 0 0 14 0 1 0 0 87

Permuted column variable generated from t8: pt8

The permutation seeks to maximise Cohen’s κ as an index of agreement (Reilly et al.
2005), and reports the κmax to be 0.7346.

Permutation is simple, but expensive if there are many categories. For 12 clusters,
permutation takes 9 × 10 × 11 × 12 = 11880 times as long as for 8. To deal with this,
permtab with the option algo(ga) yields an approximate-best permutation using a
genetic algorithm:

. permtab o12 t12, algo(ga) gen(pt18)

The κmax and Adjusted Rand Index will generally be in close agreement. While
permtab is slower than ari, it has the advantage of creating a new variable containing
the permuted version of the second cluster solution that best matches the first solution.

Discrepancy

Studer et al’s discrepancy measure brings a pseudo-ANOVA perspective to distance
matrices (Studer et al. 2011). If we partition the matrix using a cluster solution, or a
pre-existing observed characteristic, we can compare the average distance to the centre
of the partition to the average distance to the overall centre, and generate a pseudo-R2

measure. This uses distance to centre as an analogue of sums of squared deviations, and
where the distances are squared Euclidean it will generate results that are numerically
equivalent.
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The approach uses bootstrapping to generate p-values, and increasing the niter()

option from the default 100 iterations increases precision. See Studer et al. (2011) for
more detail.

. sddiscrep o8, dist(omd) id(id)

Discrepancy based R2 and F, 100 permutations for p-value

pseudo R2 pseudo F p-value

o8 .5310534 113.891 .01

. sddiscrep o12, dist(omd) id(id)

Discrepancy based R2 and F, 100 permutations for p-value

pseudo R2 pseudo F p-value

o12 .5990087 95.06125 .01

. sddiscrep grammar, dist(omd) id(id)

Discrepancy based R2 and F, 100 permutations for p-value

pseudo R2 pseudo F p-value

grammar .8342287 3573.008 .01

. sddiscrep grammar, dist(omd) id(id) niter(1000)

Discrepancy based R2 and F, 1000 permutations for p-value

pseudo R2 pseudo F p-value

grammar .8342287 3573.008 .009

Note that if a cluster solution is used as the classifying variable, the discrepancy
pseudo-F is the same as the Caliński-Harabasz cluster stopping-rule pseudo-F. See ssc

describe calinski and Halpin (2016a) for more information about using cluster stop-
ping rules with pairwise distance matrices.2

6.6 Summarising sequences and clusters

String representations of sequences

We can create string representations of sequences, which makes it much easier to get a
visual overview of the data, and allows searching for patterns. By default, sdstripe uses
capital letters in alphabetical order to represent the sequential states, but the symbols()
option allows any sequence of characters to be used (here, "EFHSTU" matches the states).

. sdstripe state1-state72, gen(seqstr) symbols("EFHSTU")
Creating long string representation

. list seqstr in 1/5, clean

seqstr
1. TTEEEETTEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
2. UUFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
3. UUTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFEEEEEEEEEEUU

2. Stata’s built-in cluster stop utilities do not work on pairwise distance matrices. The calinski

and dudahart commands, available on SSC and described in Halpin (2016a), will work correctly on
such matrices.
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4. TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEEEEUUUUUUUUU
5. UUFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Stata’s regex system makes it easy to search for patterns in these representations.
For instance, count if regexm(seqstr, "^E+$") will count sequences 100% in em-
ployment, count if regexm(seqstr, "U[^U]") will count sequences where we observe
an exit from unemployment, and count if regexm(seqstr, "U[^U]U+[^U]U") will
count sequences that experience at least three separate spells of unemployment. Regu-
lar expressions can describe quite complex and general patterns.

sdstripe can also generate “condensed” sequence representations, based on the spell
structure:

. sdstripe state1-state72, gen(seqstrxt) symbols("EFHSTU") xt xtsp("/") xtdur(":")
Creating condensed string representation

. list seqstrxt in 1/5, clean

seqstrxt
1. T:2/E:4/T:2/E:64
2. U:2/F:36/H:34
3. U:2/T:24/F:34/E:10/U:2
4. T:49/E:14/U:9
5. U:2/F:25/H:45

Medoids: typical sequences

We can characterise clusters in many ways (see below for graphics, sdchronogram and
sqindexplot). One way is to pick a “medoid”, the sequence nearest the centre of the
cluster. The sddiscrep command has an option to save this distance as a variable,
which allows us to identify the medoid. The medoids are all pretty simple, and quite
distinct:

. sddiscrep o8, dist(omd) id(id) dcg(dx) niter(1) // niter(1) since p-value not neede
> d

Discrepancy based R2 and F, 1 permutations for p-value

pseudo R2 pseudo F p-value

o8 .5310534 113.891 1

o8 N(dx) min(dx) mean(dx) max(dx)

1 93 1.241993 4.231125 16.60758
2 139 3.936442 11.70385 31.09472
3 62 3.302549 11.11681 33.62513
4 146 6.059251 16.38595 57.24418
5 93 26.78911 37.66251 65.05792
6 30 8.887777 19.84556 38.58778
7 47 7.227705 18.77229 50.20643
8 102 3.599865 14.70406 67.12928

. sort o8 dx

. by o8: gen medoid = _n==1

. list o8 dx seqstrxt if medoid, clean

o8 dx seqstrxt
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1. 1 1.241993 E:72
94. 2 3.936442 T:24/E:48
233. 3 3.302549 F:27/H:45
295. 4 6.059251 S:2/F:34/E:36
441. 5 26.78911 T:49/E:14/U:9
534. 6 8.887777 T:20/U:52
564. 7 7.227705 S:26/E:46
611. 8 3.599865 S:26/H:46

. sort id

Cumulated duration

The sequence-wise total duration in each state is also an interesting summary:

. cumuldur state1-state72, cd(dur) nstates(6)

Even though cumulated duration discards all order information, it differentiates the
clusters very strongly (see below).

Entropy

We can look at the entropy of cumulated duration. The sdentropy command calculates
a simple measure of Shannon entropy (maximal if all states are equally likely, minimal
if only one state is visited):

// first drop the cumulated duration variables as the
// sdentropy command will recreate these
. drop dur1-dur6

. sdentropy state1-state72, gen(ent) cd(dur) nstates(6)

Because it completely ignores order, this is not an entirely appropriate measure of
sequence complexity. Nonetheless, entropy levels differ greatly by cluster (see below).

Number of spells

The total number of spells in a sequence is a measure of its volatility.

. nspells state1-state72, gen(nsp)

Cumulated duration, entropy and spells all differ strongly across the clusters:

. table o8, c(mean dur1 mean dur2 mean dur3 mean dur4) format(%5.2f)

o8 mean(dur1) mean(dur2) mean(dur3) mean(dur4)

1 0.94 0.04 0.00 0.00
2 0.68 0.03 0.00 0.02
3 0.09 0.38 0.50 0.01
4 0.48 0.43 0.02 0.01
5 0.34 0.11 0.00 0.01
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6 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.06
7 0.46 0.07 0.05 0.30
8 0.06 0.06 0.46 0.37

. table o8, c(mean dur5 mean dur6 mean ent mean nsp) format(%5.2f)

o8 mean(dur5) mean(dur6) mean(ent) mean(nsp)

1 0.01 0.01 0.26 2.14
2 0.25 0.02 1.02 3.32
3 0.00 0.02 1.30 3.73
4 0.03 0.03 1.18 3.99
5 0.28 0.25 1.30 4.67
6 0.11 0.70 0.94 3.00
7 0.05 0.07 1.38 3.94
8 0.01 0.03 1.32 3.37

6.7 Graphics

There are two key graphics associated with sequence analysis, the state-distribution plot
(or chronogram) and the indexplot. I also present a representation of the time-structure
of transition rates.

Chronogram

The chronogram represents the distribution of states at each time unit, hiding individual
continuity but yielding a more digestible summary:

. sdchronogram state*, by(o8, legend(off)) name(chronogram, replace)

See Figure 1.

Indexplot

The indexplot plots each sequence as a line, and thus reproduces the sequence data in
full. The sqindexplot command from the SQ package implements this very well, so it
has not been re-implemented it for SADI, and we use that implementation here.

Do ssc install sq if necessary.

To make the full sequence data visually digestible, it needs to be grouped and ordered
carefully. If we plot by cluster, the order within cluster is critical. My preference is to
generate a maximal clustering (as many clusters as distinct sequences). This allows us
to order sequences within clusters such that subcluster-structure is preserved (such that
the sequences are in dendrogram order, thus showing the structure of subclusters within
clusters). It makes clustered indexplots more readable, and less dependent on cutting
at an arbitrary number of clusters.
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Figure 1: Chronogram, by 8-cluster OMA solution

. cluster generate o999 = groups(750), name(oma) ties(fewer)

SQ wants sequence data in long format, and to be sqset:

. preserve

. reshape long state, i(id) j(m)

. sqset state id m

. sqindexplot, by(o8, note("") legend(off)) order(o999) name(indexplot, replace)

. restore

See Figure 2.

Transition pattern graph

The trprgr command creates a composite graphic, with a column of graphs (chrono-
grams) representing (in this example) the 6 states over time, and a 6x6 grid of line-
graphs representing the transition rates between states over time. The grid is analogous
to a transition table, but with graphed time-series rather than transition rates for each
origin–destination combination.

trprgr gives an alternative view of the sequences, highlighting the evolution of
transition rates over time, rather than inter-sequence distance.

. trprgr state*, gmax(485)
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Figure 2: Indexplot, by 8-cluster OMA solution

By design, this command shows transition rates on the diagonal on the range 0.9-1.0,
and those off the diagonal on the range 0.0-0.1, but in practice these ranges are often
exceeded. See the ceiling and floor options.

See Figure 3.

maketrpr

The maketrpr generates the matrix of transition rates that is used by dynhamming and
trprgr, using tssmooth to average over a moving window of successive transitions. It
may be of interest to inspect this data in matrix form as much as in the trprgr graph.

. maketrpr state*, mat(mkt) ma(5)

For m categories and t time points, this creates a (t−1)×m×m matrix, where each
successive m ×m panel represents a time-specific pattern of transitions (smoothed by
tssmooth). In this example there are no early observations in state 3 (higher education)
so its exit rate is undefined:

. matlist mkt[1..6,.]

| __0000071 __0000072 __0000073 __0000074 __0000075 __0000076
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------------

r1 | .8853028 .0684874 0 .0297906 .0101547 .0062645
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Figure 3: Transition pattern

r2 | .0054704 .9890236 0 0 .0024511 .0030549
r3 | . . . . . .
r4 | .0050338 .0228499 0 .9606053 .009611 .0019001
r5 | .0129851 .0049919 0 .0026247 .9770244 .0023739
r6 | .0473975 .1041914 0 .0354406 .0490166 .7639539

. matlist mkt[25..30,.]

| __0000071 __0000072 __0000073 __0000074 __0000075 __0000076
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------------

r25 | .9244586 .0410925 0 .0188743 .0070362 .0085383
r26 | .0071804 .9871928 0 0 .0026261 .0030007
r27 | . . . . . .
r28 | .0030203 .0137099 0 .975197 .0057666 .0023062
r29 | .0136273 .0029951 0 .0015748 .9771932 .0046096
r30 | .0481792 .0625148 0 .0212644 .0368173 .8312242
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A SADI components

This section gives fuller details on the various SADI commands. For even more detail,
see the help entries for the commands, once installed.

A.1 Distance measures

combinadd varlist, nspells(#) nstates(#) pwsim(string)
[
rtype(string)

workspace maxtuples(integer)
]
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combinadd calculates a version of Elzinga’s duration-weighted number of common
subsequences measure for spell-structured data. The data set needs to be re-structured
using combinprep before invoking combinadd.

dynhamming varlist, PWDist(matname)
[
REF(#)

]
dynhamming calculates Lesnard’s dynamic Hamming distances between all pairs of

sequences in the data, where varlist is a consecutive set of variables describing the
elements of the sequence. Dynamic Hamming distances compare sequences element by
element such that the inter-sequence distance is the sum of the element-wise distances.
The element-wise distances are dynamic, based on the time-dependent structure of
transition rates.

sdhamming varlist, SUBsmat(matname) PWDist(matname)

sdhamming calculates Hamming distances between all pairs of sequences in the data,
Hamming distances compare sequences element by element such that the inter-sequence
distance is the sum of the element-wise distances.

sdhollister varlist, subsmat(matname) TIMEcost(#) LOCalcost(#)

LENgth(var) PWDist(matname)
[
WORKspace STAndard

]
sdhollister calculates localised Optimal Matching distances between all pairs of

sequences in the data, where varlist is a consecutive set of variables describing the
elements of the sequence. It uses a Stata plugin implementation of Mattissa Hollister’s
adaptation of the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm.

oma varlist, SUBsmat(matname) INDEL(#) LENgth(var) PWDist(matname)[
WORKspace DUps STAndard REF(#)

]
oma calculates Optimal Matching distances between all pairs of sequences in the data,

where varlist is a consecutive set of variables describing the elements of the sequence.
It uses a Stata plugin implementation of the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm.

omav varlist, subsmat(matname) indel(#) length(var) pwdist(matname)[
facexp(real) workspace DUps STAndard

]
omav calculates duration-adjusted Optimal Matching distances between all pairs of

sequences in the data, where varlist is a consecutive set of variables describing the ele-
ments of the sequence. It uses a Stata plugin implementation of an adapted Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm. It differs from the standard oma command in that the costs of ele-
mentary operations are reduced for tokens that are elements of runs of the same value.
By default, the cost of an operation on an element of an n-element sequence is changed
by a factor of 1/nf where f is given by the facexp() option. The value of f defaults
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to 0.5. A value of f of zero produces the same result as oma and a value of f of 1.0
weights all spells the same regardless of length.

Note: this measure is not guaranteed to be metric.

twed varlist, subsmat(matname) lambda(#) nu(#) length(var)

pwdist(matname)
[
workspace DUps STAndard REF(#)

]
twed calculates Marteau’s Time-Warp Edit Distance (TWED) between all pairs of

sequences in the data. Time-warping stretches and compresses the time dimension to
achieve alignment in a manner similar but not identical to oma’s insertion and deletion.
Because it uses compression instead of deletion, it respects the spell structure of the
trajectory more than oma does.

A.2 Graphical summaries

sdchronogram varlist(min=2)
[
if

][
in

][
, by(string) textsize(string)

proportional
]

sdchronogram takes a set of sequences described by varlist in wide format and
graphs the time-dependent distribution of the state variable. This is sometimes called
a chronogram, or the transversal state distribution.

trprgr varlist(min=2) ,
[
FLoor(real) CEIling(real) GMax(int)

MOVingaverage(int) TEXtsize(string)
]

trprgr takes a set of sequences described by varlist in wide format and graphs the
time-dependent transition rate structure. The graphic consists of m rows and m + 1
columns, where m is the number of states. The first column displays the time-dependent
distribution of states, and the remaining m×m structure reproduces an m×m transition
table but with graphs of time-series of transition rates instead of single values.

A.3 Cluster related tools

ari var1 var2

ari calculates the Adjusted Rand Index comparing two “unlabelled” classifications
(e.g., two cluster solutions). It indexes agreement between the two classification by
counting pairs: the more that pairs that are in the same category in one classification
are in the same category in the other classification (and different in different) the higher
the ARI.

permtab rowvar colvar
[
if

][
in

][
, gen(newvarname)

]
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permtabga rowvar colvar
[
if

][
in

][
, gen(newvarname)

]
permtab permutes the columns of the crosstabulation of rowvar by colvar to max-

imise Cohen’s κ. It is intended for use in comparing cluster solutions where the identity
of categories from one solution to the other is only defined in terms of membership. κ
measures the excess of observed over expected on the diagonal. κmax is the κ of the
best solution, and is reported. For numbers of categories much above 8 this procedure
is slow and inefficient. For such cases permtabga uses a genetic algorithm approach to
find an approximate solution.

A.4 Summary variables

cumuldur varlist, cdstub(string) nstates(int)

cumuldur creates variables holding the cumulative duration in each state in a se-
quence

sdentropy varlist, generate(string) cdstub(string) nstates(int)

sdentropy creates a new variable holding the Shannon entropy of the sequence.

nspells varlist, generate(string)

nspells creates a variable holding the number of spells in a sequence

sdstripe varlist, GENerate(newvarname)
[
SYMbols(string) XT

XTSPellsep(string) XTDursep(string)
]

sdstripe creates a single string variable representing a sequence, in either long
format (each element of the sequence represented by a symbol), or spell format (each
spell represented by a symbol indicating its state, and a number indicating its duration).

A.5 Distance matrix tools

corrsqm matrix1 matrix2
[
if

][
in

][
,NODiag

]
corrsqm takes two symmetric matrices of the same dimension (e.g., distance matri-

ces) and returns their correlation. More specifically, it returns the correlation between
their lower triangles, optionally excluding the diagonal.

sddiscrep groupvar , DISTmat(string) IDvar(varname)
[
NITer(integer 100)

DCG(string)
]
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sddiscrep calculates Studer et al’s measure of the discrepancy of a distance matrix,
grouped by a categorical variable groupvar. The pseudo-R-squared and pseudo-F statis-
tic are based on the extent to which the average distance to the centres of the groups
are less than the average distance to the centre of the ungrouped distance matrix. The
p-value is based on permutations (100 by default, but Studer et al recommend 1000 to
5000; set it to 1 for speed if you are not interested in the p-value). It optionally saves
the casewise distance to the centre of the cluster as a new variable.

metricp matname
[
,countlimit(int) detailed

]
metricp takes a matrix of pairwise distances and tests that the triangle inequality

is observed. If it finds triads infringing on the inequality it reports at most 10 before
stopping (this is changed with the option countlimit; set that to zero for no limit).
If there are no infringing cases and the matrix is large, it can be a little slow (tens
of seconds). It is even slower with the detailed option (minutes), which identifies the
infringing trio of sequences; without this option only the fact that there is a shorter
route between sequence i and sequence j is reported.

A.6 Helper utilities

combinprep, state(string) length(string) idvar(varname) nspells(varname)

combinprep takes sequence data in wide calendar format (i.e., a consecutive string
of numbered state variables representing state in each time unit, with one case per
sequence) and turns it into wide spell format (consecutive pairs of numbered state and
duration variables) with a separate variable indicating the number of spells. It returns
the maximum number of spells observed in r(maxspells) and the range of the state
variable in r(nels). This can be used to prepare the data for =combinadd] and other
techniques that focus on spell history rather than state history.

maketrpr varlist(min=2) , MATrix(matname) MA(int)

maketrpr takes a set of sequences described by varlist in wide format and creates an
n×(n×t) matrix where each n×n section contains the smoothed transition rates for the
corresponding time period. It uses tssmooth to create the smoothed rates, defaulting
to a 3-unit look-head and look-back (i.e., a 7-wide moving average). If the number of
states is 4 and there are 10 periods, it generates a (4 × (10 − 1)) × 4 or 36 × 4 matrix,
where T[1..4,1..4] contains the transition rates for time 1-2, T[5..8,1..4] for time 2-3 and
so on.

This is essentially a utility program, and is used by dynhamming and trprgr.

trans2subs state
[
if

][
in

]
, IDvar(id) SUBSmat(subsmat)

[
DIAGincl

]
trans2subs calculates a substitution matrix based on observed transitions in the
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state variable, and puts it in the subsmat matrix. The data must be in long format,
sorted by idvar and time.

B Compiling plugins

The C code for the distance measures resides in two main files, omamatv3.c and elzspelladd.c,
both available at as ancillary files with the package. These need to be compiled with
uthash.h, by Troy D. Hanson (http://uthash.sourceforge.net), which provides hash
functions used in elzspelladd.c, and with stplugin.c and stplugin.h. The file
uthash.h is provided as an ancillary. Both stplugin.c and stplugin.h are provided by
Stata. See Stata Corp’s instructions for compiling plugins at http://www.stata.com/plugins/.

You may find updated versions of stplugin.c and stplugin.h at the Stata site,
and of uthash.h at http://uthash.sourceforge.net, but these are the versions used to
create the published SADI plugins.

The published plugins are compiled for Windows and Linux, 32- and 64-bit, by
cross-compilation on a 64-bit Linux system, and for MacOS by native compilation.
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